Breed Notes 13/03/2019
Lowchen (Little Lion Dog)
Well the big day came and went and with an 8.30 am start in the ring for our breed it was early rising for all. Have
to say the weather made for a horrendous walk from the car park arriving soaking wet and frozen. I think on the
day we saw all weather from rain, hail, snow and bright sunshine, so strange. It was good to see so many overseas
visitors and competitors and the atmosphere was lovely ringside. With a super entry of 68 judge Carolyn Roe
awarded the DCC and BOB to Ch Jadechar Pride Of The Hero JW owned by Steve Brown and bred by Mary & Jade
Pascoe (Broevans Mark Of The Hero x Pridesden Personified) BCC was awarded to Ch Jamaneli Simply Divine
owned by Fiona Moore and bred by Joanne Graham (Ch Jamaneli Cream Craicer x Paceaway Pickpocket)
RDCC was awarded to Jamaneli Whirlwind owned and bred by Joanne Graham (Ch Jamaneli Cream Craicer x
Paceaway Pickpocket) RBCC was awarded to Jadechar Marks Pride And Fun owned by Steve Brown and bred by
Mary and Jade Pascoe (Broevans Mark Of The Hero x Pridesden Personified) BP was awarded to Kerryken Zsaza
owned and bred by Trish Neal (Ch Yardley Noblesa Aura (Imp Cze) x Venus Nobles Aura (imp Cze)and BV was
awarded to Ch Banacek April Love From Golbourne ShCM owned by Ken & Richard Morgan-Stanley and bred by
Margaret Jackson (Ch Broevans Unspoilt Hero x Banacek Bobbys Girl) The early start left plenty of time to enjoy
the parties at the benches as birthdays and new champions were celebrated, lots of food, cake and bubbles.
Next Champ show is UK Toy Dog judge Rachel Wray (Perrault) awarding CC’s for the first time in the breed. Entries
close on 28th March for The National judge, again first time CC’s, Brian Rix (Ricksbury)
There was lovely news this week about a little lion who celebrated her 18th birthday, a lovely photo is featured on
the club website. Amber was bred by Sally Gibbons (Tethall Lilac And Lace) Still enjoying life to the full with her
loving family, well done Amber. If you have any golden oldies send their photo and details into the club for a
golden oldie feature on the website.
Don’t forget to let me have your news and details of any forthcoming open shows and results.
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